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Several authors have in recent years investigated the problem of characterizing 
the isomorphisms between algebraic groups on the one hand and between their 
integral and arithmetic subgroups on the other. Refer, for example, to 14-8; 
13-15; 18-211. 
Hahn [7], in particular, studies the orthogonal groups and proves the following. 
Let o be an infinite integral domain of characteristic not 2 with field of quotients 
F, let V be a regular n-dimensional quadratic space over F, Ma finitely generated 
n-module contained in V with F-span V and let A be a group satisfying one of 
the conditions below. 
(1) For o =F,PsZ,(V)CACPO,,(V). 
(2) For o a local domain and a any nonzero ideal in o, 
PO,+(M, a) C A C PO,(V). 
(3) For o a Dedekind domain, F an algebraic number field, and a any 
nonzero ideal in o, 
PO,+(M; a) C A C PO,(M). 
(Here O,(M) denotes the subgroup of elements of O,(V) stabilizing M, 
O,+(M; a) is the determinant one congruence group of a, and P: O,(V) -+ 
PO,(V) is the projection map.) 
Given any two such groups A, and A, over quadratic spaces VI and V, of 
dimensions tt and m, respectively, and an isomorphism A from A, onto A, , then 
provided n and m are >7 with not both equal to 8 (and the number field not 
totally real if (3) is involved), there exists a form-preserving semilinear isomor- 
phism g from the projective space of VI onto the projective space of V, such that 
Au =gug-1 for all u E A, . 
* The author is most grateful to the NSF for its support under Grant GP-41974X at 
the University of Notre Dame and to 0. T. O’Meara for supplying several arguments 
in Section 5. 
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In particular A can be extended to a standard isomorphism from PO,( V,) onto 
m7&( V,). 
This result is proved at once for all three types of groups listed, via an 
application of the method of O’Meara [13, 141 to certain “abstract” orthogonal 
groups characterized by properties related to the geometry of the underlying 
space, rather than the specific groups listed in (l)-(3). The restriction in the 
number theoretic case is explained by the fact that the integral orthogonal 
groups over totally real number fields (especially in the definite case where they 
are finite) can be so small as not to characterize the underlying quadratic space, 
thus ruling out, a priori, the existence of a semilinear isomorphism g. 
It is tradition in the theory of the classical groups that the small dimensional 
cases are frequently (due to the presence of exceptional behavior) the most 
interesting and difficult and in addition often the key to the understanding of the 
higher dimensions. This is exactly the phenomenon in the situation z = m = 8, 
excluded above, where the complications are prompted by the fact that auto- 
morphisms are known to exist which are decidedly not of the standard form 
described above. If the quadratic space V is a generalized Cayley algebra, then 
the associated triality principle gives rise to automorphisms of the groups 
PQ,( k’) and the projective spinorial kernel PO,‘(V) which are exceptional. In [8], 
Hahn introduces his “Cayley rotations” (which are found to exist in essence only 
if the quadratic space V is a Cayley algebra) and determines all the auto- 
morphisms of the groups PQs( V) and PO,‘(V), showing in particular that all 
exceptional behavior has its origin in Cayley algebras and trial@. Most of the 
proof is carried out in the more general context of isomorphisms of the abstract 
groups referred to earlier. 
In the present paper this investigation is completed and the isomorphisms 
between the Wimensi~l projective orthogonal groups of type (l), (2), and (3) are 
characterized. Any exceptional isomorphism is seen to be the composite of a standard 
isomorphism arising from a semilinear isomorphism of the underlying spaces and 
a triality automorphism. For specific results refer to Examples 1.3-1.5 in com- 
bination with the main theorems of Section 4, also to Example 5.2. It is the 
primary aim of Section 5 to give examples of integral groups of type (2) and (3) 
which admit exceptional automorphisms. Specifically it is shown that restriction 
of the triality automorphisms of PO,‘(V) p Id ‘e s automorphisms of integral spinoriac 
hernels over certain orders in the Cay&v algebra V. 
Related to the above developments (in the number theoretic situations only) 
are investigations by Bore&Tits, Platonov-Milovanov, Prasad, Margulis and 
others, concerning the isomorphisms of arithmetic subgroups of algebraic 
groups. In all of this, however, either the fundamental assumption of isotropy 
is made or the given isomorphism is not characterized. Prasad [20] in particular, 
using strong rigidity theorems by Margulis and himself, proves in the isotropic 
case for dimensions 25 that an isomorphism between two arithmetic subgroups 
of two integral orthogonal groups over Z, gives rise to an isomorphism between 
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the associated special orthogonal groups over Q. An explicit description of these 
“integral” isomorphisms is not given, however. Indeed Section 5 below shows 
that there exist automorphisms of arithmetic subgroups of orthogonal groups 
over 7 (in both isotropic and anisotropic situations) which cannot be lifted to the 
corresponding special orthogonal groups over Q. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND INITIAL RESULTS 
1 A. Preliminaries 
In 1 A, V will be a regular n-dimensional, i.e., n-ary, quadratic space over a 
(commutative) field F of characteristic not 2, with symt@ric bilinear form 
B: V x V + F and associated quadratic form Q: V -+ F. Concerning quadratic 
spaces we shall use the basic notation, definitions, and results found in O’Meara’s 
book [12] without further comment. We do recall, however, that O,(V) is the 
orthogonal group of V, O,+(V) the group of rotations, and that O,‘(V) is the 
spinorial kernel. 
We denote by PL,( V) the group of semilinear isomorphisms from V onto V, 
by GLP”) th e g eneral linear group of V and by,Z,( V) the group (or1 v  1 01 EP} of 
radiations. For more information concerning these groups refer, for example, 
to O’Meara [15]. We define the group 
PO,(V) = (u E PL,( V) 1 Q(ux) = ol,Q(~>” for all x in V and some a, E@. 
We let -: PL,( V) -+ TL,( V)/RL-( V) be th e natural map. For any subgroup H 
of TL,( V) we use PH to denote a. For any group H, DH denotes the derived 
group of H, DkH the kth d erived group, and I? denotes the subgroup of H 
generated by its squares, i.e., H2 = ((9 1 x E HJ). 
For any tr E GL,( V), the residual space R and the fixed space P are defined by 
R =(cr- ly)VandP=ker(a- l,).Th e residual index res u equals dim R by 
definition. We shall make use of the basic properties’ concerning these concepts, 
particularly as set forth in [13, Sect. lB, IC; 15, Chap. I]. Recall in particular that 
a is called regular, degenerate or totally degenerate according as R is regular, 
degenerate or totally degenerate; that u is a rotation, if and only if, res u is even; 
and that u is a plane rotation, if and only if, res u = 2.’ 
Finally, we assume familiarity with the properties of Cayley rotations as 
introduced in [8, Sect. lB]. 
CONVENTION. Let (I, ui , .Z, and Zd be in G&(V). We denote automatically 
(unless specified to the contrary) the residual space and fixed space, respectively, 
of u by R and P, of u( by Ri and Pi , of .Z by R’ and P’, and of Zi by Ri’ and Pi’. 
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1.1. Let q and oa be plane rotations in O,(V) with u12 # 1 y  , u2” # 1 y  , and 
RI n R, a line. Then cl and cr2 permute - u1 and a2 are both degenerate and 
radR,nradR, = R,n&. 
Proof. Suppose a, and ua permute. By [13,1.20] both u, and u, are degenerate. 
Now assume rad R, 2 RI n R, . Then rad RI # R, . Therefore rad RI is a line, 
R, = rad RI @(RI n R,) and R, n R, is regular. By [15, 1.3.41, ulR, = RI, 
ulR2 = R, , and therefore u,(R, n R,) = R, n R, . Since RI n R, is regular, 
ul/(Rl n R2) = fltRxnR,) . Since rad RI C R,* = PI , we have 
By [15, 1.3.81 therefore, R, C PI = RI*. So rad R, = RI, a contradiction. 
Therefore rad RI 1 RI n R, . By a similar argument rad R, 2 RI n R, . Clearly 
therefore 
radR,nradRs =R,nR,. 
For the converse apply [13, 1.161 and basic properties of the Ei,u, transfor- 
mations. Q.E.D. 
1B. Certain Subgroups A of PO,( V) 
We assume throughout IB, that dim V = n > 5. We recall certain definitions 
from [7, Sect. I]. 
Let G be any subgroup of O,,(V). For any nonzero regular subspace U of V we 
define the groups GU and G(U) by the equations 
GLI =(TEO(U)/T =u/UforuEG}, 
G(U) =(TEO(U)~TL~“,EG}. 
We let 9 denote the set of planes 17 of V with the property that there are 
infinitely many u E G with R = II. We call 9 the set of planes associated to Gc 
1.2. DEFINITIONS. Let d be a subgroup of PO,(V), let G be the group 
G = {U E O,(V) 1 I? E d} associated to d and let B be the set of planes associated 
to G. 
We say that A satisfies Property P, if 
(AJ G is infinite. 
(Aa) If  17 is a degenerate plane in V, then 17 ~9. If  n ~9 and l7’ is a 
plane in V with l7’ s 17, then Lr’ E 9. 
(As) If  U is a regular subspace of V with dim U = k > 2 and GLI infinite, 
then for any regular line L of U, there are regular planes Ur ,..., Lra,, in 9’ such 
that U = l7, + *** + l7,-, andL=17,nUjfori#j. 
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(AJ If U is any regular subspace of V with dim U 3 n - 4, then GLI is 
infinite. 
We say that d satisfies Property P’, if every plane of V is in 8. 
We point out that P roperty P is by definition the same as the property of 
“having enough projective plane rotations” of [7, Sect. 11, and therefore that all 
of [7, Sect. l] applies to the situation at hand. 
It is clear that Property P’ implies Property P for tt > 6. 
1.3. EXAMPLE. Suppose n >, 5 and F is infinite. Let A be any subgroup of 
PO,(V) satisfying 
P&q V) c A c PO,(V). 
Then A satisfies Property P’. 
Proof. Refer to the proof of [7,4.1]. Q.E.D. 
For the definitions of the concepts used in the examples below, refer, for 
example, to [12; 14, Sect. 2; 15, Sect. 5.71. 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Suppose n >, 5. Suppose o is an infinite integral domain 
with characteristic not 2, which is also a local ring, i.e., which has a unique 
largest ideal m satisfying 0 5 m 5 o. Suppose o has field of quotients F. Let M 
be a bounded o-module on V and let a be any integral ideal of o. Suppose A is 
any group with 
PO,+(M, a) C A C PO,(V). 
Then A satisfies Property P’. 
Proof. Refer to the proof of [14, 7.11. Q.E.D. 
1.5. EXAMPLE. Suppose n 3 7. Suppose F is an algebraic number field 
which is not totally real. Let S be any Dedekind set of spots on F, o the ring o(S), 
a an integral ideal of o and Ma bounded o-module on V. Suppose A is any group 
satisfying 
PO,+(M, a) CZ A C PO,,(M). 
Then A satisfies Property P in general and Property P’ if V is anisotropic. 
Proof. Refer to [7, 4.41 and its proof, in particular part (2). Q.E.D. 
1.6. EXAMPLE. If A is a subgroup of PO,(V) satisfying Property P (respec- 
tively, Property P’) then the groups A+ = d n PO,+(V) and ds satisfy 
Property P (respectively, Property P’). 
Proof. Apply [7, 1.22, 1.5; 13, 1.163. Q.E.D. 
We assume for the remainder of 1B that A satisfes Property P. 
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1.7. Let l7 be any regular p&me in 9 and let W be my regular ternary subspace 
of V containing II. Then for any plane rotation 0 in G with R C W, there is a Z kz 
G with R’ = 17 such that Zu is a regular plane rotation. 
Proof. By [7, 1.81, the group H = {ZE G 1 R’ = n} u lV satisfies: Hk is an 
infinite abelian’group for each k > 1. 
If  R = n, the conclusion of the proposition is trivial. We therefore assume 
thatR#17.ChooseZEHwithZ6 # 1,. SinceR#lIandR+17CW,itis 
clear by [15, 1.3.11 that 21%, Z2u, and Z30 are all plane rotations of G whose 
residual spaces are contained in W. 
We now assume that Z-ru, L’-2u, and Z-ST are all degenerate and derive a 
contradiction. There exist therefore isotropic vectors x1 , x2 , and x3 in W such 
that 
Pu(xl) = x1 , E2u(x2) = x2 , and Z-%7(x3) = x3 . 
Therefore, ax, - x, = Zxi - X, , ox, - x2 = Zsx, - x2 , and ax3 - x3 = 
Z3x3 - x3. Since {Z,.Z2,Z3} C H, we have {“xl - xi, ax2 - x2,ux3 - x3} C 
R n 17. 
Assume, if possible, that Fx, , Fz, , and Fx, are all distinct. Since W is regular 
and ternary, it is clear that W = Fx, @ Fx, @ Fx, . Therefore, 
(a - 1y)W = (u - l,)(Fx, @Fx, @Fx,) 
=(u-~~)Fx~+(u-I~)Fx~+(u-~~)Fx~CR~II. 
This contradicts the fact that res (u/W) = 2. Therefore not all of Fx, , Fx, , 
and Fx3 are distinct. 
Suppose Fx, = Fx3. So zC1u(Fxd = Z:-3u(Fx1) = Fx, . Therefore, 
212(u(FxI)) = UFX, . Since Z2/ W is a regular plane rotation with regular residual 
space II, and since u(FxJ is isotropic, we have by [6, I.91 that u(Fq) C II. So 
by [12,42: 15],Z(u(Fx,)) = u(Fx,). Therefore UFX, = Fx, = ZFx, . 
Proceed similarly if Fx, = Fx, or if Fx, = Fx, to show tthat there is an 
isotropic line L C I7 such that UL = L = .ZL. Put L = Fx. Since .Z # lr, , 
it is clear that Z/W # Z2/ W. So by [12,42: ls], Zx # Z2x. Therefore ax # Zx 
or ax # .X2x. Since both .ZYu and Ze2u are degenerate plane rotations with 
2YuL = L and E2uL = L, we have a contradiction by [14, IS]. Q.E.D. 
Notation. I f  S is a nonempty subset of G or A, C(S) will denote the centralizer 
ofSinGorA. 
1.8. Suppose a and u1 are plane rotations in G with R = R, . Then C(5) 2 
C&)2. 
Proof. I f  u2 # 1 V and ur2 # 1 y  , this is an immediate consequence of 
[7, 1.17; 13, 1.191. We may therefore assume that one of u or or is an involution 
and therefore that R = RI is a regular plane. 
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Let z E C(I?,) be arbitrary with Z E G. By [7, 1.171, zb, = qZ. Therefore by 
[15, 1.3.41, ZR = R. Since Z2/R E O,+(R), we have by [13, I.101 that .Z20 = ~0. 
Q.E.D. 
1.9. Suppose ZI E G is a Cayley rotation of the form EI = or1 U @ or-llw for 
totally degenerate subspaces U and W of V and 01 E P. Suppose .Z is any element of G 
such that zi # i, and C(z)2 C(zJ2. Then 2 = 81” @ ,B-llw for some /I EP 
with /I # f 1, in particular Z is a Cayley rotation. 
Proof. Let L be any line in U and consider L* n W. Let L, be any line in 
L*n W and put I;r, =L_LL,. Let u E G be a (totally degenerate) plane 
rotation with R = ITI. By [13, 1.191, Zp = uZl. So O2 E C(z). By [7, 1.17; 
13, 1.191, ZIIi = J7i and det Z/II1 = 1. 
Putl7, =LlL,, where L, is a line in L* n W distinct from L, . As above 
,Zn2 = &. In particular ZL = Z(II, n II,) = III n 17, = L. 
Since L was an arbitrary line of U, Z/U = fil U for some fi EF. Repeating a 
similar argument for W and using the fact that det Z/in, = 1, we have 
2.T =/31”@/k-‘lw. Sincez#iT,,p # &l.By[S,l.ll]wearedone. Q.E.D. 
1C. On the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry 
Now we let V, and V, be finite-dimensional vector spaces over (commutative) 
fields FI and F, with dimensions n and m, respectively. For the moment VI and V, 
are just abstract vector spaces. 
We assume familiarity with the basic concepts of projective geometry (refer, 
e.g., to [I, Chap. II; 15, Chap. 41). For any subset X of Vi or V, we denote by 
(X) the FI or Fz linear span of X. 
1.10. DEFINITION. We call a mapping g: V, -+ V, a semilinear mono- 
morphism from VI into V, , if 
(i) g is injective, 
(ii) g(x + y) = g(x) + g(y) for all x and y in VI , and 
(iii) there is a monomorphism p: FI -+ F2 such that g(a) = mug(x) for all 
olinFrandxin VI. 
Note. If in Definition 1 .lO both g and p are surjective, then g is by definition 
a semilinear isomorphism from VI onto V, . 
1.11. Suppose n = m 3 3 and that rr is a mapping from the set of lines of VI 
into the set of lines of V, such that 
(i) there are lines L, ,. .., L, in VI such that VI = L, @ ..a @L, and 
V, =nL,@...@srL,,and 
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(ii) there is a Jixed p (2 < p < n - 1) such that for each p-dimensional 
subspace U of V, there is a p-dimensional subspace W of V, such that 
Then there is a semilinear monomorphismg: V, -+ V, such that (gV,) = V, and 
rrL = (gL) for all lines L of VI . 
Proof. Use (i) and refer to the proof of [15, 4.2.41 to show that we mav 
assume that p = 2. Therefore 
for all lines L, , L, , and L, of V, . 
Now refer to and proceed as in the proof of [l, 2.261. Using (i) in (3) and 
making repeated use of the implication above in (3) and (4) (instead of injectivity), 
prove at first only that the map is a field homomorphism and then note that a 
field homomorphism is monomorphism. Q.E.D. 
1.11 a. If the mapping vr is in addition onto then g is a semi&near isomorphism 
from V, onto V, . 
Proof. By 1.11, rr is injective. Now consider the proof above and apply 
[l, 2.261. Q.E.D. 
1D. The Monomorphism G, 
Here in 1D we assume that n = m and that g: VI ---f V, is a semilinear mono- 
morphism with associatedjeld monomorphism p: FI -+ F, . We assume in addition 
that (gV,> = V, . 
Put gV, = Vi 2 V, and pFI = F,’ CF, . It is clear that F,’ is a subfield of 
F, and that Vi is an F,’ vector space with structure induced from V, . Since 
g: VI ---f V,’ is a semilinear isomorphism (with respect to CL: FI + F,‘), it is 
clear that dim V,’ = n. Further, if {xr ,..., xn} is a base for VI over FI , then 
fyal ,..ieg;ij $ aoi;;Ffor V,’ over F,‘, and since <gVl> = V2 , {gxl ,..., gx,J 
It follows that for any subspace U of VI , dim U = 
dim(gU) and if L, an2d’L, are distinct lines in V,‘, then (L,) and (L,) are 
distinct lines of V, . 
Note that g: V, + V,’ defines group isomorphisms 
and 
Qg: GL,( VI) + GL,( V;) 
3,: PGL,( V,) + PGL,( V,‘) 
via the equations GO(o) = gag-l and s,(G) = gug-l. It is clear that GL,( V,‘) 
can be embedded in GL,( VA in an obvious and canonical way. This embedding 
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induces an embedding of PGL,( V,‘) into PGL,( I’,) in a natural way. Denote the 
composition monomorphisms 
GL( Vd 2 GL,( V,‘) - GL(V,) 
and 
PGL,( V,) -% PGL,( V;) - PGUVz) 
by @9 and di, , respectively. It is clear that for a E GL,(T/,), G,(C) = QO(u). It 
is easily checked that for a E GL,( V,), QOp,(o) E GL,(V.J has residual space 
(gR) and fixed space (gP), and in particular that res Qg(cr) = res u. 
Assume now in addition that V, and V, are both regular n-ary quadratic spaces 
with n 3 5, that the characteristics of Fl and F, are not 2, and that g preserves 
orthogonality, i.e., B,(x, y) = 0 * B,(gx,gy) = 0. 
Proceeding as in the proof of [6, 4.51, one can show that there is a /I E Fz such 
that 
e&x, gy) = P4@7 Y)” 
for all x andy in VI . If ,!I = 0, then B,(gVl , gVJ = 0, so B,((gV,), (gV,)) = 0 
and therefore B2( V, , V,) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore /3 # 0. Scaling B, by 
OL = /3-l, we have BSa(gx, gy) = B,(x, y)” and therefore that B,a: V,’ x V,’ -+ F2’ 
supplies V,’ with a quadratic structure induced from VzN. It follows therefore 
that restriction yields monomorphisms 
@,: %( Vl) + Qz( VJ and Gg: (V,) --f PO,( V,). 
It follows from the various definitions involved that @,(O,‘( V,)) C O,‘( V,) 
and that sg(PO,‘( VI)) C PO,‘(V,). Refer to [13, 3.31. Note further that if 
6 is a nontrivial projective plane rotation in GJPO,( V,)) with plane U, then there 
is a plane Win VI such that U = (gW). M oreover W is regular, if and only if, 
U is regular. 
Assume finally that GB(PO,‘(Vl)) = PO,‘(V& i.e., that the restriction 
5,: PO,‘( V,) --f PO,‘( V,) 
is onto, i.e., an isomorphism. It follows from the remark immediately preceding 
and from [13, Sect. ICI, that for any plane W of V, there is a plane U of VI 
such that W = (gU>, and therefore that for any line L, of V, there is a line L, of 
V, such that L, = (gL,). It is not difficult to show that this implies that both 
p: F, + Fz and g: VI + V, are onto, and therefore that g is a semilinear isomor- 
phism from V, onto V, . 
2. CERTAIN MONOMORPHISMS OF A, 
We now assume that V, and V, are regular n-ary and m-ary quadratic spaces, 
respectively, and that the characteristics of Fl and Fz are not 2. We denote by B, 
and B, , Q1 and Qz the respective symmetric bilinear and quadratic forms of VI and 
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V, . We assume that n > 7, m 3 7, and that A, is a subgroup of PO,(VJ which 
satisjies Property P. 
We denote by Gr C O,,( VI) the group associated to A, and by @r its associated 
set of planes. We denote by S, the set of projective plane rotations of A, whose 
planes are regular, and for any plane n of VI , we let S,(n) be the set of projec- 
tive plane rotations of A, with plane l7. (Refer to [7, Definitions 1.19, 1.211.) 
Further, we let S be the set of projective plane rotations of PO,(V.J whose 
planes are regular and for any plane n of V, we denote by S(n) the projective 
plane rotations in PO,( V,) with plane 17. Finally, for a nonempty subset S of Gr 
or A, , C(S) denotes the centralizer of S in G, or A, . 
For the remainder of Section 2, I,!I will be a monomorphism from A, into 
PO,( V,) satisfying #(S,) C S. 
2.1. Suppose i7 is any regular plane of VI with S,(l7) # i, . Then there is a 
regular plane l7’ of V, such that 
1,U,(l7) = S(P) n $A, . 
Proof. Choose 6 E S@) with 0 # i, and a regular plane rotation 
Z E O,+( Va) such that I/K? = z. Put n’ = li’ and note that z E S(n’) n #A, . 
(1) We prove that #S,(n) C S(n’) n #A, . If S,(n)z = ivl, then it is 
easily seen that S,(n) = {TV, , L?} and there is nothing to prove. Assume there- 
for that S,(n)a # iv1 , and in particular that the 5, chosen above, satisfies 
3 +ivx. We now let r?r E S,(n) be arbitrary and show that $~r?r E S(w). 
It may be assumed that 5r # iv1 . As above, choose a regular plane rotation Zr 
in O,+( V,) such that I& = ,& . By [7, 1.17, 1.221, Z and Zi permute. So by 
[13, 1.201, either R,’ = II’ or B2(R1’, Lr’) = 0. Assume if possible that 
B,(R,‘, n’) = 0. Since R,’ and l7’ are regular, R,’ n n’ = 0 and therefore by 
[14, 1.11, res Z,Zi = 4. This is a contradiction, since &?r E S,(n) and hence 
I,&~ = E,& E S. Therefore R,’ = l7’ and 
#$(l7) C S(i7’) n #A,. 
(2) We complete the proof. We let & E S(n’) n #A, be arbitrary, choose 
c& E A, such that I,& = .& and show that 5, E S,(n). We may assume that L’s 
is a regular plane rotation in O,+(V.J with R,’ = II’. 
(2a) First assume that S,(n)2 # iv1 and that 2 # i, . By [7, 1.17; 
13, 1.10, 1.191, 
G&) c Gdp2). 
Therefore C(E) C C(&). So CC(a) 3 CC(e2). Since e2 E CC(c,), it is clear by 
[7, 1.261 that 4 E S,(n). 
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(2b) Assume that S,(17)2 = i, . By [7, I .15] therefore, Z = 
-ll,t I 1 tn,)* . Using the considerations of (2a) and the fact that O,+(n’) is 
abelian, we have DC(E) C C(&) C C(c), and therefore 
CPC(6) 2 CPC(6J I CPC(0). 
-- 
By [7, 1.25, 1.271 therefore, CD‘T(6,) = b(17). Since 6s E CC(&) C CD2C(6,), 
52 E s(n). rf 5s $ S(D), th en we may assume that a2 is a symmetry. By (Ad) and 
[7, 1.241, CD2C@,) C bi?, a contradiction since CD2C(6,) = a(I;r). Q.E.D. 
We now define a correspondence ’ from the regular planes II of Vi with 
s,(n) # TV1 into the regular planes of I’, , by the equation 
t&s,(n) = S(II’) n I@, . 
Note that ’ is injective and that its domain includes the regular planes of 8, . 
(Injectivity and well-definedness follow from [7, 1.91.) 
2.2. Let 17 be any regular plane of YI and let W be any regular ternary subspace 
of V, containing II. Then for any regular plane 171 of W with SI(lII) # iv1 , 
dim(n’ IT &‘) = dim(l7 n fi+ 
Proof. We may assume that II1 # 17. Let u1 E Gi be arbitrary with RI = III . 
So I?~ E S,(nJ and therefore z,& E S(n,‘). By 1.7 we may choose a a E G1 with 
R = 17 such that ool is a regular plane rotation. Put a2 = aa1 . Since a E ,5’,(n), 
#6 E s(nl). We may therefore choose regular plane rotations Z and Z; in 
,Om+( V,) with R’ = l7’ and R,’ = l7,’ such that @ = z and 11/& = & . Put 
,Z2 = Z.Z’i . It is clear that #$ = z2 and (by the properties of 4) that z2 is a 
projective plane rotation. Since res ,ZZ; < 4 by [15, 1.3.11, we have therefore 
res ,Z2 = 2. It follows from [14, 1.11, as applied to Z and Z1 that n’ n 17,’ # 0. 
Since ’ is injective, 17’ n II; is a line. Q.E.D. 
It is the aim of the next two propositions to extend the correspondence ’ to 
the degenerate planes of VI (when V, is isotropic). 
2.3. Suppose II1 is a degenerate plane of VI with rad 171 a line. Then there is a 
plane II,’ in V, with rad 17,’ a line such that 
Proof. Embed n, is a regular ternary subspace W of V, . By (4) and 
[7, 1.51, Gw is infinite. Let L C fli be a regular line. Using (A3) choose a regular 
plane II in 8, with L C 17 _C W. 
(1) Let u1 E G1 be arbitrary with R, = n, . We prove here that I&?~ is a 
projective plane rotation whose plane intersects 17’ in a line. 
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By 1.7 there is a u E Gr with R = II such that aa, is a regular plane rotation. 
Put a,, = our . By 2.2 we may choose regular plane rotations L’and Z,, in O,+( VJ 
with R’ = 17’ and R’ n Ro’ # 0, such that $5 = 2 and t,&, = z,, . Put 
,Zr = Z-l.&, . By [15, 1.3.11, R,’ C II’ + R,’ and res L’, < 2. Note that 
a, = u-la,, and therefore that I,& = & . Since Zr E O,+(VJ, it is clear that 
res Zr = 2. So RI’ is a plane and RI’ n II’ # 0. It follows from 2.1 that 
R,’ n I7’ is a line. 
(2) Suppose u2 is any degenerate plane rotation of Gr with R, C W. An 
application of (1) gives a plane rotation Zz in O,+( V,) such that @a = za . 
(2a) We prove here that R,’ = R,’ implies R, = R, .’ Assume R,’ = R,‘. 
Since a, and u2 are degenerate, uI2 # 1 andua2 # lV1. V1 By [7, l.lq therefore 
El2 #iv.andZ22 # 1,. Now argue exactly as in part (2a) of the proof of 2.1 
to conclude that R, = R, . 
(2b) We prove now that if u1u2 = u2u1 then either R,’ = R,’ or that 
R,’ n R,’ is a line with 
rad R,’ n rad R,’ = R,’ n R,‘. 
We assume that R,’ # R,’ and show that R,’ n Ii,’ is a line with 
rad RI’ n rad R,’ = R,’ n R,‘. 
Put us = urua Since R,’ # Ri, z-l # z2 , and therefore u3 # lvI . Since 
us E O,+(Vr) with R, _C RI + R, C W, u3 is a plane rotation (not totally 
degenerate). By 2.1 or (1) b a ove, @a is a projective plane rotation. Put & = ZJ2 
and note that I& = 2s. Since by [15, 1.3.11, res .Zs < 4, it follows that &Z2 
is a plane rotation. So by [14, 1.11, R,’ n R,’ # 0. So R,’ n R,’ is a line. As in 
(2a), Z12 # lVI and .Zar # l,$ . Since u1u2 = u2ur , we have ZJ2 = Z.$r by 
[7, 1.171. An application of 1.1 now gives 
rad RI’ n rad R,’ = R,’ n R,‘. 
(3) We show now that rad R,’ is a line and that the line R,’ n 17’ is regular. 
It is an easy consequence of (2a), (2b), (A,), and 1.1 that rad R,’ # 0. 
To complete the proof of (3), we show that R,’ n IT’ is a regular line. We 
assume that RI’ n 17’ is isotropic and produce a contradiction. Put R,’ n II’ = L’. 
Since R,’ is a degenerate plane and L’ C R,’ is an isotropic line, it is clear that 
L’ C rad R,’ C PI’. In particular Z;]E = lL, . Since Z/l7’ E O,+(n), we have by 
[12, 42: 151 that ZL’ = L’. It follows from [13, 1.16, Sect. lC] that Z; and 
.E&F permute. Therefore by [7, 1.171, ur and UU~U-~ permute. By 1.1 therefore, 
either uRl = R, or rad UR, n rad R, = OR, n R, . Since rad R, is a line, 
u(rad R,) = rad RI . An application of [6, 1.91 to u/W gives rad R, C II. 
Therefore 172 rad R, + L = R,; a contradiction since I7 is a regular plane 
and RI a degenerate one. Therefore indeed R,’ n 17’ is a regular line. 
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(4) To complete the proof, it suffices in view of (I), (3), and (2a) of the 
proof 2.1, to show that 
We let cr2 E Gr be any plane rotation with R, = I7, and show that 45s E S(R,‘). 
By (1) there is a plane rotation Za in O,+( V,) such that &?a = & . It suffices 
to show that R,’ = R,‘. We assume that R,’ # R,’ and produce a contradiction. 
By (2) and (3) therefore 
.rad R,’ = R,’ r\ R,’ 
is a line. Recall from (3) that l7’ n R,’ is a regular line. 
We first show that II’ g R,’ + R,‘. Assume if possible that 17’ _C R,’ + R,‘. 
By [7, 1.281, D2C(e,) = D2C(ii2). N ow let 9 E DsC(Er) be arbitrary and put 
I& = 5 with 0 E O,(V,). Using [7, 1.17; 15, 1.3.41 and the fact that R,’ n R,’ 
is a line, it is easily verified that @/RI’ + R,’ = &lR1,+Rs, . Therefore by 
[14, 1.21, @Z = Z@. Therefore @ = 6~ and hence @C(c?J C C(a). So 
5 E CC(G) _c CD”C(fq. s ince R, # R we have a contradiction by [7, 1.251. So 
IS $ R,’ + R,‘. 
We finally complete the proof of (4). An application of (1) to u2 gives that 
R,’ n II’ is a line. Since II’ !$ R,’ + Ri, it is clear that R,’ n IT = R,’ n 17’. 
Recall from above that this is a regular line and that R,’ n R,’ = rad R,‘. If 
R,’ n 17’ # rad RI’, then Rs’ contains two distinct lines of R,‘; a contradiction 
since RI’ # R,‘. Therefore rad R,’ = RI’ n II’, again a contradiction since 
R,’ n l7’ is regular. Q.E.D. 
2.4. Suppose 171 is a totally degenerate plane in VI. Then there is a totally 
degenerate plane II< in V, such that 
Proof. Put III = F+ J- Fl j and choose an anisotropic vector w E l7,*. By 
[13, 1.161 and (As), th ere are scalars h and v in PI such that 
a, = E Llw and =2 = J&l 
are in GI . By 113, Sect. lC], we have R, = F,i J- F,w and R, = Fl j 1 F,w. 
Note therefore that RI and R, are degenerate but not totally degenerate planes. 
It follows from 1.1 and [7, I.171 that GIG2 # && . 
Put I,&~ = & and I,&?~ = z2. By 2.3 we may assume that Z; and Z2 are 
degenerate plane rotations in O,( V,) with rad RI’ and rad R,’ both lines. Put 
RI’ = rad R,’ + rad R,‘. 
We shall first prove that I7,’ is a totally degenerate plane and that 
wd17,) c s(W) n 9% . 
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Since ,&& # ,&& , it follows from [7, 1.221 and 1.1, that rad R,’ # rad R,‘. 
So II,’ is a plane. 
Now let 5 E Si(J7,) be arbitrary. By [13, 1.161, we may assume that u = ,?& 
with p e@i . Put aa = Ei*,j-A,, and note that Ra = F,i J-F&j - Xw). By 
[13, Sect. 1 C], a+ = axa and CT = u,u, . Since therefore 5, E d, , put @a = .& . 
Since Rs is not totally degenerate, we may, by 2.3, assume that Z; E O,( V,) is 
a plane rotation. Since u,u~~ = Ei,++Aw is a plane rotation which is not totally 
degenerate, it follows again by 2.3, that /lG@i2 = Z;Z;a is a projective plane 
rotation. Using [14, 1.11, it follows therefore, that R,’ n R3’ # 0. Now put 
Z = Z,J’i , and note that rl0 = 2. By [15, 1.3.11, R’ C Ri + RI’. Since 
RI’ n R3’ # 0, it follows that Z is a plane rotation and that R’ n R,’ # 0. 
Since Lrl # F,i I Flw, we have by 2.3 and [17, 1.191 that R’ n RI’ is a’ line. 
Since O& = OiG, it follows from [7, 1.171 and 1 .I that rad R’ 2 rad RI’. An 
entirely similar argument shows that rad R’ 2 rad R2’. Clearly therefore, 
R’ = rad Ii’ = rad R,’ + rad R,‘. 
We have therefore proved that 17,’ is a totally degenerate plane and that 
6W4) C VI’) n $4 . 
To complete the proof of the proposition refer to (2a) of the proof of 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Using 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4, we now define a correspondence ’ from Pr into the 
planes of V, by the equation 
+hS,(II) = S(LJ’) n #A,. 
It follows from [7, 1.191 that this correspondence is well defined and injective. 
Further for all De91 , 
dim(rad n,) = dim(rad n). 
Now let P1 be the set of lines of U, and Z2 the set of lines of V, . 
For any line L E -Izl , consider 0 l7, , where, according to whether L is regular 
or degenerate (i.e., isotropic) the intersection is taken over all regular or degen- 
erate planes of L@‘r containing L. It follows from (A,), (A2), and (Aa) that 
L = niiy 
Now define a mapping x: L& -+ dipz as follows: nL = n 17,‘. 
2.5. The ma@ing 1~: gl -+ SE2 is well defined and satisfies fw all lines L and 
Lx 0fLq: 
(i) L regular * rL is regular. 
(ii) B,(L,L,) = 0 => B,(rrL, z-L,) = 0, and 
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(iii) there is a $xed p (2 < p < n - 1) such that for each p-dimensional 
subspace U of VI there is a p-dimensional subspace W of V, such that 
Proof. (1) Let 17 and I7r be planes in 8, . we assert that 
dim@7 n III) = 1 Z- dim(Ii” n 17,‘) = 1, 
and if 17 is regular, then 
&(I& 271) = 0 * B,(II’, zl,‘) = 0. 
To prove the first part, use 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 and proceed along the lines of the 
proof of [14,4.49]. Th e second part is a straightforward consequence of [7, 1.17; 
13, 1.201, and the injectivity of the mapping ‘. 
(2) To establish the well definedness of r use the injectivity of ’ and 
proceed as follows. For L E gr regular, the proof of [14, 4.521 is easily adapted 
using (1). Now suppose that L is isotropic. Use (A,) and choose 17 ~9~ with 
rad II = L. Now let II, be any degenerate plane of PI containing L. Since L is 
isotropic, rad I7r S L. Now use 1.1, [7, 1.171, (1) above, and basic properties of 
the mapping ’ to see that I&’ contains the line rad 17’. 
(3) We prove (ii). So let L and L, be lines of PI with B,(L,L,) = 0. 
Assume first that either L or L, , say L, is regular. Using (A,), (As), and (A& 
we can find planes 17 and II, in S, such that 
LC17, L, c 4 , and qn, l7,) = 0 
with I7 regular, and I7r regular or degenerate according to whether L, is regular 
or not. It follows from (1) that ?TL # rL, and that B,(rL, nL,) = 0. If both L 
and L, are degenerate, apply 2.4 if L # L, and considerations from (2) above if 
L =L,. 
(4) To prove (iii) use (ii) and the remarks following the proof of [14,4.57]. 
(5) Finally we prove (i). So let L be any regular line of PI . By (AI) and 
(As) there is a regular plane in gI such that L C 17. Put II = L 1 L, , and proceed 
as in (3) to show that II’ = ?TL J- rLl . Since 17’ is regular, so is wL. Q.E.D. 
2.6. Suppose n = m > 7. Suppose +!s: A, + PO,( VJ is a monomorphism such 
that z+GS, C S. Then there is a semilinear monomorphism g: VI -+ V, preserving 
orthogonality and satisfying (gV,> = V, such that 
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Proof. Let 7r be the mapping from the lines of V, to the lines of V, 
given by 2.5. It is clear that 1.11 applies and that there exists an orthogonality 
preserving semilinear monomorphism g: VI -+ V, such that (gV,) = V, and 
7rL = (gL) for all lines L in V, . Let 
q: PO,( V,) 3 PO,( V,) 
be the monomorphism defined in 1D. 
Let IT be any plane in 9r . It follows from 1D that 
and therefore that S((gl7)) n $4, is infinite. From the definition of ’ we have 
that 
I& = S(F) n +I,. 
Now let 17 ~9, be regular, and put I? = Ll 1 L, . It follows from 2.5 and 
the definition of VT that l7’ = nL, 1 wL, . Since ?TL, = (gL,) and rrL, = (gL&, 
it is clear that 
IT’ = (gD>. 
Now consider the monomorphism 
For I7 E PJ with 17 regular, we have 
For the remainder of the proof we denote by 8’ the set of planes of V, of the 
form (gI7) for regular planes I7 in 9; , we denote by A’ the group GA, and for 
each plane U in V, we let S’(U) = S(U) n A’. Finally we denote the mono- 
morphism 
a,@;‘: A’ + PO,( V,) 
by A. Note that for each U E 8’, S’(U) is infinite and 
AS’(U) c S(U). 
The proof of the proposition is complete if we can show that A = idA, . This 
we now do. 
Let 6 E A’ be arbitrary with u E O,( V,). Now let U E 8’ be arbitrary. Choose 
(s, E s’(U) with a, E O,( V,> and or # i, . Note that O6IG-1 E S’(uU) and that 
s’(uU) is infinite since S’(U) is. It follows from 1D therefore, that a77 E B’. From 
above we therefore have that AZ1 E S(U) and A&?rW E S(oU). Now put 
Acti = z with DYE O,(Vs), and Ac& = & with Zr E O,( V,) and R,’ = U. 
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Clearly Z&Z-l E S(ZU). Since (II?@ l = z&z-l, we therefore have c~TJ = .ZU. 
Therefore a-lZU = : U for all planes in 46’. 
Now let x E V, be any anisotropic vector of the form z = gx. By 1D the line 
F,x 5 V, is regular. There exist therefore regular planes n, and 17, in gdl such 
that F,x = JIr n Da . Clearly therefore ($I,) n (g17,) =- F,z. Since (gJ7i> 
and (gIi’s> are both in B’, we have a-‘Z(F,z) __- F,z. So o-l.ZjgV1 is a radiation. 
Since (gV,) q = i/2, 0 =: zi. Q.E.D. 
We conclude Section 2 with the following observation. 
2.7. Suppose n > 7 and that r is any subgroup of PO,( V,) containing A, . 
Suppose &: I’-+ PrO,( V,) is a monomorphism such that dl/A1 = iddl . Then 
qG1 = idr . 
Proof. Let a E r with u E O,(V1) be arbitrary and put A6 = z with 
2 E rO,( V,). Let n be any regular plane in B, and choose 6r E S,(n) with 
or E Gr and ai2 # iv1 . Note that $ri;r = 6, and that &+ E r is a projective 
plane rotation with plane ul7. Since 017 s l7, we have by (As), that ul7 E 8, . 
So choose 4 E S,(d) with us E Gr and 6s2 # iv . By [7, 1.17; 13, 1.191, we 
have Cr(G2) = Cr(&?,+). Since $,E, = 6, , C,,,(c?:) = Cti,r(,%r-l). Therefore 
C,l(;iJ = C,,l(.,%r~-l). Use (As) and (A& and proceed as in the proof of 1.9 
to show that the projective plane rotation ,&z-l has plane ul7. However, the 
plane of .%~-l is ZII since l7 is the plane of a. So Zl7 == ul7 for all lie g1 . 
So by (Ar) and (As), z = 5. Q.E.D. 
3. THE ACTION OF EXCEPTIONAL ISOMORPHISMS ON PLANE ROTATIONS 
In addition to the assumptions set out at the beginning of Section 2, we now 
assume that n = m = 8 and that A, is a subgroup of PO,( V,) which satisfies 
Property P. We suppose further that A: A, -+ A, is an exceptional isomorphism. 
Refer to [8, 3.51 for the definition of exceptional isomorphism. 
We denote by G, C O,( V,) the group associated to A, and by B, its associated 
set of planes. For any nonempty subset S of Gr , A,, Gz , or A,, C(S) will 
denote the centralizer of S in Gr , A, , G, , or A, . 
Note that all of [8, Sect. 3A] applies to the present situation. 
3.1. Suppose a is a degenerate plane rotation in G1 and put Aa = z with 
Z E G2 . If res Z < 8, then Z is totally degenerate. 
Proof. In view of [8, 3.1 l] and the remark following [8, 1.91, we may assume 
that u is not totally degenerate. Note that both R’ # Osand P’ # 0. If Q2(RI) # 0, 
we may choose by [7, 1.131, a Zr in G2 such that ,ZZr.Z-lZ~l is a plane rotation 
which is not totally degenerate. Put Z; - Z&Z-lZ;-l. Choose ul E Gr such that 
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115, = & and put us = uuru -%J;~. Since (lo, = & we have by [8, 1.61 that 
res us = 2 or 4, with Qs(Rs) # 0 if res us = 4. Now apply [8,3.8] to kl& = I& 
to obtain a contradiction. So Qs(R’) = 0. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Suppose L is an isotropic line in VI and suppose that H is a hyperbolic 
plane in L*. Then there is a plane rotation u E GI with 
L=radRCRCLlH, 
and a totally degenerate element ZE G, with res .Z = 4, such that A6 = z. 
Proof. Put L = F,i and H = H = FI j 0 F,k with j and k isotropic. By (A,) 
and [13, I.161 we may choose j and k so that both E,,i and EiBk are in Gi . 
Put u1 = Ei,j, ua = Ei,e, and u = ulu, = Ei,i+k:. Since H = FIj @F,k 
has exactly two isotropic lines, j + k is anisotropic. Since R = F,i @ FI( j + k), 
we have 
L=radRCRCLlH. 
Put (la, = & and AO, = za . By [8, 3.111, we may assume that both Z1 and 
L’S are totally degenerate elements of G, . 
In particular res L’a < 4 and res & < 4. Since up, = Ei,i+, = Ei,k+i = CQU~, 
we have by [7, 1. IS] that L’& = ZsZi . Put .Z = Z;L’s . 
Suppose R,’ n R,’ = 0. Then by [14, 1.31, R,’ C Pz’. Since PI’ 1 RI’, we have 
PI’ n Pz’ # 0. If RI’ n R,’ # 0, then again, since R,’ and R,’ are totally 
degenerate, PI’ n P2) # 0. Therefore res Z < 8. 
Now apply 3.1 to & = z to get that Z is totally degenerate. By [8, 3.81, 
as applied to (1G2 = z2, res .Z = 4. Q.E.D. 
3.3. Let u E GI be any regular plane rotation and put (1~ = ,!? with Z E G, . 
If L is any line of V, such that ZL + L E 9, , then 
Z(ZL@L) =ZL@L and det Z/(ZL @L) = 1. 
Proof. If Z is a Cayley rotation, then we are done by [8, 1.161. We therefore 
assume that .Z is not a Cayley rotation. 
Suppose that .ZL + L E g2 , choose .Zr E G, such that R,’ = ZL @L and 
-q2 f 1 Y* , and put Z2 = Z&Z-?Z,-‘. 
By[13,1.19],wehaveZ2 =~~~~-1z;-‘=1,2c>~(~LOL)=~LOL)and 
det Z/(ZL @L) = 1. 
In order to prove the proposition therefore, we assume that the above 
equivalent statements are false and derive a contradiction. 
By [8, 1.61, R,’ Z Z(ZL @L) + (ZL @L), R,’ is a plane and res Z2 = 2. 
Now choose u1 E Gr such that LL~, = & and put u2 = u~,a-b;~. Again by [8, 
1.61, R, C R + ulR, res u2 = 2 or 4, and (since R is regular) QI(R2) # 0 if 
res u2 = 4. Applying [8, 3.81 to k’& = G2 , we have that both u2 and Z2 are 
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totally degenerate plane rotations. So R, and R,’ are both totally degenerate 
planes. By [8, 3.141 therefore, both V, and V, are hyperbolic. 
(1) We show that oR, R, . Put U R -+ a,R. By [8, 1.61, dim U < 3. 
Since U contains both R, (totally degenerate) and R (regular), it is clear that 
dim iY 7: 3 and that U R 1 rad U with rad U a line. Note also that R n R, 
in an isotropic line. Therefore by [12, 42: 151, a(R n R,) = R n R, . Since 
rad UC P, a(rad U) = rad U. Since R, is degenerate, R, 2 rad L-. Clearly 
therefore uR, = R, . So (1) is proved. 
(2) We now prove that ZR,’ == R,’ and that .F/R,’ E RL,(R,‘). Since 
OR, = R, , it is clear that the residual space of both us and uusc+ is R, . It is 
clear by [7, 1.271 that therefore L’a and ,?X&?Y have the same residual spaces, 
i.e., that .ZR,’ :- R,‘. 
Since U 7 R 1 rad U, and since VI is hyperbolic, we may (by Witt index 
considerations) embed U in a regular subspace W of Vr with dim W = 5 and 
W* isotropic. By (A,) and [7, 1.51, (G&* is infinite. Applying [7, 1.6, 1.141 and 
(As) to Gr( W*), then applying [14, 1.21, we obtain a regular plane rotation 
u3 E DC(u, UJ. 
Put .&a = ,& with Z; E G, . Clearly, 2s E OC(z, &). For any T E C(z, &) 
with T E G, , we have by [7, 1.16, 1.171 that T E C(.Z2, Z2) and hence that 
TR,’ = R,’ and T,‘R,’ E C,&Y*/R;). 
We may, in particular, choose 2; E DC(Z2, Z2). If .X2/R,’ $ RL2(R2’), then by 
[15, 5.1.11, &/R2’ = lR2t, contradicting [8, 3.71. Therefore Z2/R2’ E RL,(R,‘) 
and we have proved (2). 
(3) We complete the proof. If 5’ =. IV1 , then z2 = iv, . By [8, 3.71 
therefore, Z2 = -1 y, . This implies that 2’ is a Cayley rotation, contradicting 
one of the assumptions made at the beginning of the proof. If c? # 1 y1 , then 02 
is a regular plane rotation. Since Z2/R2’ E RL,(R,‘), we have by [8, 3.121, that Z2 
is a Cayley rotation of the form oil w1 @ a-11 ,+,, for totally degenerate W, and W, . 
By 1.8, C(e) 1 C(c?2)2. So C(z) 2 C(zz)2. So by 1.9, Z is a Cayley rotation, as 
above a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3.4. Suppose VI is hyperbolic. Let u be a regular plane rotation in Gl and put 
(16 = 2 with 2 E G, . Then .Z is a Cayley rotation. 
Proof. We may assume that .ZL # L for all lines L of V2; refer to [8, 3.7a, 
3.121. 
Put u = u/R J- 1, . By (A,), 3.2, and the fact that VI is hyperbolic, there 
exists a regular ternary isotropic subspace W in P and a degenerate plane 
rotation ur in Gr with R, C W, such that AI?, = & with Zr E G, a totally 
degenerate element and res L’r = 4. 
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BY W and [7, 1.51, (G& is infinite. By [7, 1.6 and 1.141 there is a u2 in 
G(W) I lw such that a == u a ~-‘a;’ is a regular plane rotation. Since WC P, 2 12 
we have by [14, 1.21, tha:{o, , us} c C(u). 
Now put ~55, = .& with Zs E Ga and set Za r: .Z&‘lZ~l.Z~‘. Clearly 
/%a = z(, . By 1.3.4 of [15], Za2&Z;r is totally degenerate with res(L’JIZ;-l) = 4. 
Put Zd == .&ZJ;‘. We have R,’ L PI’ and R,’ =: Pl. If PI’ n P4’ # 0, then 
clearly res L‘s < 8. This contradicts [8, 3.71 as applied to (15s = Ea. So 
V, = R,’ @ R4’. Since uur = uiu and au, = uau, we have by [7, 1.181, that 
ER,’ z R1’ and ZR; = R;. 
Since R,’ and R4’ are both totally degenerate, it is clear by (As) that all planes of 
R,’ U Ri are in 8, . In view of 3.3 and the fact that ZL f L for all lines L of V, , 
it follows that there exist 01 and p in F, such that 
z~x=-x--cdx for all x E RI’, 
and 
. 
2x = -x - pzx for all x E Ii,‘. 
Now let Lr C R,’ be any plane such that ZII = 17. It is clear that 
II* n R,’ = II* n (R;)* = (I7 + R;)* 
is a plane in R4’. Put l7, = lI7* n R,’ and consider n J- II, . Since I;T 1 l7, is 
a totally degenerate subspace of V, with dim(L’ J+ ni) = 4 and Z(17 J- J7r) = 
n 1 I& , we have as above that there is a y E F, such that Zzx = -x - y.Xx for 
all x E 17 1 n, . It is now clear that a! = /3 = y and hence that Z is a Cayley 
rotation. Q.E.D. 
3.5. Notation. Suppose that the quadratic space V,y, y EP~ is a Cayley 
algebra with respect to &Y. For the basic facts concerning Cayley algebras, 
refer to [9]. Denote by vi and ‘pz the associated automorphisms of PrO,+(V,y); 
refer to [8,2.8; 22, Sect. 21. Note that PO,( I’,) = PO,(V%y) and that PO,‘( VJ = 
PO,‘( V,y). Recall that S is the set of projective plane rotations of PO&V,) whose 
planes are regular. As in 18, 4.51, define C, : S n PO,‘(Vz), C, = I and 
Ca = w(C,,). Denote by C the set of x in PO,( V,) such that either Z is a Cayley 
rotation or .Z = IV, . Finally, recall the definition of S, from the initial para- 
graphs of Section 2. 
3.6. Suppose that V,y is a Cayley algebra for y EP~ , and suppose that AS, 2 C. 
Then either 
AS, c Cl OY AS, c c, . 
Proof. Recall from [8, 4.91 that C = C, u C, . 
(1) We first prove that if u E Gi is a regular plane rotation such that 
AG E C, , then AS,(R) C Cl . 
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Let o1 E Gi be arbitrary with R, = R. We show that /la1 E C, . Put o2 = aa . 
It is clear that 6z E S, and therefore that &, E C. 
First assume (lo, E C, . Applying vi , we have 
vJ1&2 = bl~aJl4)~ 
Since de, and IlO are in C, , we have by [S, 4.61, that q@?, and qql~ are in C,, . 
94% = h~4%~~2) 
is the product of two projective plane rotations. If &, E C’s , then by [8, 4.61, 
cp,k, E C, C C. Using [15, 1.3.11, we have a contradiction to [8, 1.171. 
If & E C, , proceed as above using pa . 
(2) Let W be any regular ternary subspace of V, and suppose that 
/lS,(&) c C, for some regular plane ni f 8, with n, C W. By using 1.7 and 
proceeding as in (l), it is easy to show $hat therefore 
As,(n) c Cl for all regular planes II of W. 
(3) Suppose k!&(&) C C, for some regular plane n, of 9, . By proceeding 
exactly as in parts (la) and (lb) of [7, 2.31 and repeatedly using (2), it is easily 
seen that therefore 
As,(n) c c, for all regular planes n of 9r . 
The proposition now follows by using (I), (2) and (3) above, [7, 1.71, and the 
fact that C = C, u C, . Q.E.D. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
The sum total of our assumptions here will be as follows. Let i = 1 or 2. Then Vd 
is a regular 8-ary quadratic space over a field Fi with characteristic not 2, and Ai 
is a subgroup of PO,( V,) satisfy’ng Property P. If Vi is anisotropic we assume that Ai 
satisfies Property P’. 
Note that Examples 1.3-1.5 satisfy all assumptions made. We let Ai+ be 
defined by A,+ = A, n PO,+(VX). Note that (A,: A,+) < 2. 
Recall from [8, 3.51 that an isomorphism /I: A, --f A, is called exceptional if 
there does not exist a semilinear isomorphism g from VI onto V, such that 
A = $/A, . 
4.1. Suppose A: A, -+ A, is an exceptional isomorphism. Then Vi and V, are 
either both anisotropic or both hyperbolic. 
Proof. This is [8, 3.141. Note that the Property P’ assumption just made 
above is superfluous here. Q.E.D. 
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4.2. THEOREM. Suppose A: A, ---f A, is an exceptional isomorphism. Then there 
exist scalars a EP~ and y in P2 such that VI@ and V,v admit Cayley algebra struc- 
tures. 
Proof. Apply 4.1 above and [8, 3.171. Q.E.D. 
4.3. THEOREM. Suppose V,y is a Cayley algebra for y EP~ , and let vI and 
q2 be the associated automorphisms of PPO,+( V,y). 
Suppose A: A, -+ A, is an exceptional isomorphism. 
Then there exists a semilinear isomorphismg from V, onto V, (with associated$eld 
isomorphism u from FI onto F,) a scalar 01 gPI , and a Cayley algebra structure for 
Via, such that for all x and y in V, , 
0) B2%x, gy) = PP(xj Y>)“, 
(ii) g(x . Y) = g(x) * g(Y), ad 
(iii) the isomorphism GQ: PI’O,( VI) -+ PPO,( VJ satkfies 
Gg(PPO,+( VIU)) = PPo,+( V2v). 
Moreover, AA,+ L- A,+ and the isomorphism A/A,+ has exactly one of the 
following forms: 
A/A,+ = (vl o 5,)/A,+ or A/A,+ = (rpz 0 %,)/A,+. 
The isomorphism Gg: PPO,( VI) -+ PPO,( V,) satisf$ng this last property is 
unique. 
Proof. Recall the notation set forth in 3.5. Now let i = 1 or 2. Recall that 
At is the subgroup of Ai generated by its squares. So Ai C PO,‘( Vi). By 1.6, 
A,2 satisfies Property P (or P’) if Ai does. It is an easy consequence of [8, 3.71 
that A: A,2 + A22 is an exceptional isomorphism. 
Let S,’ be the set of projective plane rotations of A,2 whose planes are regular. 
By 4.1, 3.4 and [8, 3.151 A&’ C C. By 3.6, A&’ C C, or AS,’ C C, . Since the 
exceptional automorphisms v1 and v2 restrict to automorphisms of PO,‘( V,) = 
PO,‘( V2v), we have by [8,4.6], that for i = 1 or 2, 
TEA: AI2 -+ PO,‘( VJ 
satisfies the hypothesis of 2.6. There exists therefore a semilinear (orthogonality 
preserving) monomorphism g: VI -+ V, with (gV,) = V2 , such that 
piA/A,2 = @JA12. 
By lD, $O(PO,‘(VI)) C P0,‘(V2). Since ‘pi = & (refer to [22, Sect. 2]), we 
have that the monomorphism 
gq5g: PO,‘( V,) + PO,‘( V,) 
satisfies ‘p@JA,2 = A/A12. 
481145/I-16 
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By repeating the argument above with A-l, we obtain a monomorphism 
*: PO,‘( V,) + PO,‘( V,) 
such that the composition 
v%?%%‘,): POST Vl) -+ POSY Vl> 
satisfies #(v@Jdr” = idglz . Applying 2.7, we have that 
v%&4/pwh) = idPO,‘(V,) * 
It is clear therefore, that G&PO,‘( V,)) = PO,‘( V,). It follows from lD, that g is a 
semilinear isomorphism from V, onto I’, . By 1D again, there is a scalar /I ep2 , 
such that 
B,%% gy) == P&, Y)” for all x and y in I’, 
(where p is the isomorphism from F, onto F, associated to g). Put a! = p-‘. So 
B2y(U, w)“-l = B1yg-l u, g-w for all u and w in I’, . 
Now scale V, by 01 and define a product * on VIN by the equation 
where the * on the right is the product of V a’. Using basic properties of Cayley 
algebras, refer, for example, to [2], [9] or [22], t . i 1s readily verified that * makes Via 
into a Cayley algebra, that g: VI* --f V,y satisfies g(x . y) = g(x) . g(y) and that 
the isomorphism 
bi,: Pro,( V,) -+ Pro,( V,) 
satisfies Gg(PrOs+( Via)) = PTO,+( V,y). 
We therefore have an isomorphism 
@,y Pro,+( V,=) --f Pro,+( v,q 
such that p@JAj = (1A12. Consider now the composite 
(t&F): AAl7 -+ PTO,‘( V,“). 
Note that ~QG&~/A~~ = idAas. So by 2.7, (y$&l)/AA,+ = idAd,+. So 
%%/A r+ = A/A,+. Since therefore kl,+ _C PG0,+(V2v), we have by [2, Sect. 1, 
p. 601, that AA,+ C AZ+. Repeating this argument with 11-r gives &I,+ = A,-i. 
The uniqueness of G, is proved by restriction to PO,‘( VI), then applying 2.7 
with A, replaced by A,2 and r by PO,‘( V,) and then applying [g, 4.101. Proceed 
in a similar way to show that 
W’,+ = (~10 %)/Al+ 
cannot hold simultaneously. 
and A/A,+ = b2 o R7)/4+ 
Q.E.D. 
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4.4. THEOREM. For i = 1,2, let Ai’ = Ai n PO,‘(VJ. We have Ai 2 
Ai& 2 Ai’. Suppose that A: A, ---f A, is an exceptional isomphism. Then Ai+ = Ai’. 
Suppose that A: A, - A, is an exceptional isomorphism. Then Ai+ = Ai’. If 
moreover, either VI OY V, is anisotropic, then Ai = Ai’. 
Proof. It is clear that Ai 2 Ai+ 2 A;. 
(1) To prove the first part, it suffices to prove that Ai+ C Ai’. By considering 
(1-l and symmetry, it is enough to show that A,’ C A,‘. 
Since fl is exceptional, V2y is a Cayley algebra for some y ups . Apply 4.2. 
Since 4.3 applies to this situation, we have for j = 1 or 2, rl0 = viGB(G) for all 
I? E A,t-, with vj and 5, as in the statement of 4.3. Assume j = 1. The case 
j = 2 is done similarly. 
Assume now that there exists 5 E A,+- with 0 $ A,‘. By the remark following 
[8, 4.11, Gg(G) E PO,+(VJ - PO,‘(VJ. Put Gg(c3) r- 6’ with a’ E O,+( V,) - 
O,‘(V,). Set ~~(0’) = Oi’. Referring to the definition of vi , we may assume that 
U’VY) = Ul’(4 * ‘12’(Y) 
for all x and y in V, . By [2, Corollaries la, 31, 01,~r@s~ # fis2. It now follows that 
a,’ 4 PO,( V,). This is a contradiction since ei’ = T@~(c?) = LL?. Therefore 
A,+ C A,‘. 
(2) We now prove the second statement. By 4.1, we have that both V, and 
V, are anisotropic. 
It suffices to show that Gi contains no element of odd residual index. By 
considering A-l and symmetry, we will be done. 
We shall assume that Gi contains such an element and produce a contradiction. 
Suppose u E G has res u odd. By 4.3, AA,+ = A,+. We may therefore put 
Aa = z with Z E Ga and res Z odd. 
(1) Suppose res u < 5. Choose a regular ternary subspace U of P. Since 
A, satisfies Property P’, we have G, infinite by [7, 1.51. By applying [7, 1.6, 1.141 
and (As), then applying [14, 1.21, we find a regular plane rotation u1 E DC(u). 
Put (16, = & with .L’i E G, . Clearly & E DC(z). It is easily checked that 
DC(,q c qq. w e may therefore choose Z1 E @?). By [8, 3.151, .L’i is a Cayley 
rotation. By [15, 1.3.41, Z;R’ = R’. Since V, is anisotropic, R’ is regular. 
Since res Z is odd, dim R’ is odd. The equation &R’ = R’ contradicts [8, 1.171. 
We have therefore shown, that if u is in Gi with res u odd, then res u = 7. By 
applying (1) to A-l we have a similar statement for G2 . 
(2) We may therefore assume that 
res u = res(-a) = res Z = res (-Z) = 7. 
Denote by P- and P-’ the fixed spaces of -u and -2, respectively. It is easily 
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checked that the lines P and P- are orthogonal. Similarly for P’ and P-‘. Put 
U 7. P 1 P- and W = P’ 1 P-‘. We have 
u = o/u* 1 lp J- --Ip- and z = z/w* I lp’ 1 -lp-‘ . 
(3) We show here that if U, is any nonzero subspace of U* such that 
&Ji == U, , then U, = U*. 
So let U, be such a subspace. Since V, is anisotropic, U, is regular. I f  U, is a 
line, then uU, = U, implies that U, -= P or U, == P- , both impossible. 
Suppose U, is a plane. It is clear that u/U, E O,+( U,). Since d, satisfies 
Property P’, U, EP~ . We may therefore choose us E Gs with R, = U, and 
G22 f ivl. By [13, 1.191, uua y2u. Put At?, :--.: z2 with Z2 E G, . By [8,3.15], Za 
is a Cayley rotation. Since ZZ2 = z2z, we have that ZZ2 = f&Z. So 
.?YsZ.Z;1 = fZ. Suppose that Z.&E;’ = -Z. By [15,1.3.4], therefore .Z,P’ = PM’ 
and similarly ZaP-’ = P’. Let /I be the constant of Z2 (refer to [8, 1.101). Since 
P’ and P-’ are orthogonal, it follows from [8, 1.16(i)] that fi = 0, and therefore 
thatZ22=-1 . Soz22=iv,. This contradicts the fact that r?22 # iv . 
Therefore Z,Z2 2 Z2Z. So by [15, 1.3.41&P = P. Since P is a regular line $e 
have a contradiction to [8, 1.171. 
Suppose U, is a ternary subspace. Consider u/U, . It is clear that u/U, E Os( VI). 
Therefore (refer, for example, to [12, Sect. 43C]), UL = L for some line L C U, . 
This contradicts remarks at the beginning of (3). 
Suppose U, is quaternary. Since uU* = U* and uU, = U, , u leaves the 
orthogonal complement of U, in U* invariant. This is a plane, contradicting the 
above. Proceed similarly if dim U, = 5. 
We have therefore established (3). Using (3) and the arguments of the proof of 
(3), it is a straightforward matter to show that if U, is a nonzero subspace of U* 
such that u2Ul = U, , then U, = U*. 
A parallel argument shows that if WI C W* is a nonzero subspace of W* such 
that Z2Wl = W, , then W, = W*. 
(4) We complete the proof. 
Note that a2 = us/U* I lu and that the fixed space of us is U. Similarly, 
22 = qw* 1 lw, and the fixed space of Z2 is W. 
It follows from [8, 1.8; 15, 1.3.41, that 
DC(G) C 1,. J- O,+(U) and DC(.P) c 1 W’ I o,+(w). 
Note that U ~9~ . Choose U, E G, with Zss # i, and R, = U. It is clear that 
U, E C(u2), and therefore that a, -7 UU,U-~U;~ is in DC(Oa). By [13, 1.191, a, # 1 y  . 1 
Since uU = U, it is clear that res uJ = 2 and R4 = U. 
Put (16, = zs with 2s E G, . Clearly Z(SE C(z2). By [8, 3.151, Zs is a Cayley 
rotation. Since Za2 # TVs, it follows by [8, 1.16(i)] that Zs E C(Z2). Put 
&, : Z.&FZ;‘. It is clear that (16, = & and that .X4 E DC(F) C lw* 1 
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O,+(w). Since a4 is a regular plane rotation however, ,Za is a Cayley rotation by 
[8, 3.151. This is a clear contradiction to [8, 1.171. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In reference to Theorem 4.4, we have in particular that if /I: d, + da 
is an exceptional isomorphism and either V, or F’s is anisotropic, then 
d, C PO,‘( Vi) and d, C PO,‘( V,). It would be interesting to have this result 
without this anisotropy assumption, i.e., if either I’, or V, is hyperbolic. It 
would by the theorem above suffice to show that d, C PO,+( Vi). A partial result 
in this direction is: 
4.5. THEOREM. If Gl contains a symmetry, i.e., an element w&h residual 
index 1, then there can be no exceptional isomorphism between A, and A, . 
Proof. Let 0 E Gi with res u = 1 and assume that rl: A, --f A, is an excep- 
tional isomorphism. Put (l0 = z with ZE G, . Since Z # fl,, , there exists, 
by (A,) and (A& a regular plane n E 9r such that .ZJ7 f n. Choose Zi E G, with 
R,’ = II. Put Zr = Z&I-lZ;-‘. By [8, 1.61, res Za = 2 or 4, with Q2(R2’) # 0 
if res .Za = 4. Now choose ui E Gi such that clii, = x1 and put us = aala-%r~r. 
Note that &+a L - 2s . By [14, 1 .l ; 15, 1.3.11, it is clear that res us = 2 with 
Q,(R,) # 0. Applying [8, 3.81 to &, = z’, gives a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
4.6. Remark. Suppose A: A, -+ A, is an isomorphism that is not exceptional. 
Then of course by definition, there exists a semilinear isomorphism g from V, 
onto V, such that A = $JA, . It follows as in the proof of [8, 4.11 that g in 
addition satisfies: There is a scalar OL ~pr such that 
a?x, EY) = W(x, YW for all x and y in V, . 
The TV, of course, is the field isomorphism of g. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let A = {so 1 g E FO,(VJ and @J, = A,} and denote by 
A also the set of automorphisms of A, obtainedfrom A by restriction. Then 
(Aut A,: A) < 3. 
Proof. Suppose that A, A,A, and AsA are distinct cosets. We let AA be any 
coset and show that AA is equal to one of the above. 
We may assume that AA # A. By Remark 4.6 we have that (1,) (1,) and 
II are all exceptional automorphisms of A, . By Theorem 4.2, VI7 is a Cayley 
algebra for some y E%‘~ . Let y1 , q+ , C,, , C, , and C, be defined as in Notation 
3.5. By Theorem 4.3, there are g, g, , and g, in rO,(Vl) such that A/A,+ = 
(v@JA,+, Al/A,+ = (q@JAl+ and &/A,+ = (q#JAl+, where i, j, and k are 
either 1 or 2. By Theorem 4.3 also AA,+ = AlA,+ = AlA,& = I&A,+ = A,+. 
By ID and [8, 4.61, r@,(C,) = Cj , T@~,(C,) = Ci , and qlcGg,,(C,) = CI, . 
Suppose if possible that Cj = C, . This clearly implies that 11~~11,: A, -+ A, 
preserves the projective plane rotations with regular planes. By [8, 3.71 and 
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Remark 4.6 therefore cl,A -=-- cl@, a contradiction. So Cj -/ Cj . Therefore 
tither Ci .-: Cj or Ci - C, . Now repeat the above argument to show that 
AA L A,A or .&4 --: fl,A. Q.E.D. 
5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
It is the aim of this Section to give examples and applications (pertaining to 
the main theorems of Sect. 4) primarily concerning eight-dimensional orthogonal 
groups of modules over rings of integers of local and global fields, for which the 
exceptional behavior does indeed occur. We again cite [ 121 as a general reference 
for what follows. 
Once more, V will be a regular, 8-ary quadratic space over an infinite field of 
characteristic not 2, with bilinear form B and quadratic form Q; o will be any 
integral domain withJield of quotients F and M will be an o-lattice on V, i.e., M is a 
Jinitely generated o-module contained in V and satisfying FM = V. It is readily 
veri$ed that M therefore, is a bounded o-module on M in the sense of [15, Sect. 5.71. 
5.1. DEFINITIONS. We say that the lattice M is unimodular c> M has a base 
6% ,*.*, .zs} such that the matrix (B(xi , xj)) is unimodular, i.e., is in G&(o); and 
that M is o-maximal o M is a lattice maximal with the property that Q(M) C O. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. Suppose i = 1 or 2. Let Vf , F<, oi , and Mi be a situation 
of the type described above. Suppose that the domain oi is a field, a local ring, or 
a Dedekind domain whose field of quotients is an algebraic number field that is 
not totally real. Assume that the lattice n/r, is unimodular and that it represents a 
unit, e.g., 1, of or . 
Now let ai be any nonzero ideal in oi , let A, be one of the congruence groups 
PO, ’ (M,; a,) or PO,(M; a,) and let A, be any group satisfying 
PO,+@&; aJ C A, C PO,(M,). 
Let (1: A, + A, be an isomorphism. If d, = Al+-, then (1 is characterized by 
Examples 1.3-1.5, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. Suppose therefore that A,+ c A, . So 
A,- 4 PO,+(M,; a,) $ PO,(M; a,) =: A, . 
It follows from the proof of [14,2.4] that 2 E a, . Since M1 represents a unit of or , 
we have by applying [ll, Chap. I, 3.31 or [12, 82: 15a] that O,(M,; a,) contains 
a symmetry. By Theorem 4.5 therefore, the isomorphism II is the restriction of 
a$,. 
5.3. Remark. In the situation above, the existence of the isomorphism A 
implies that the fields F1 and F, are isomorphic and that V, and V, are 
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“isometric”; refer to Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and Remark 4.6. We point out that 
analogous statements for o, and os and MI and Ms are not true. This is an instant 
consequence of [17, 1.131. Th e remark just made applies, incidentally, also to 
[7, Theorem 3.21 (and its applications). 
We recall certain definitions from [3], but note that terminology and notation 
will differ. The notation is consistently that of [12]. 
5.4. DEFINITIONS. Suppose that the quadratic space V is a Cayley algebra 
with identity e. We say that x E V is an integral element 9 Q(X) and 2B(x, e) 
are both in o. We call the lattice M a Cayley ring e(i) M is a subring of V 
containing e, and (ii) M consists of integral elements of V. Finally we say that M 
is a maximal Cayley ring c> M is a Cayley ring maximal with respect to (i) and 
(ii) above. 
5.5. Suppose V is a Cayley algebra. Then there exist Cayley rings in V. If in 
addition V is isotropic, then there exist Cayley rings in V which are u&nodular 
lattices. 
Proof. Consider the subalgebra Fe of V and proceed as in the proof of 
[9, Theorem 11. At each step select 1 so that Q(Z) E D with Q(Z) # 0. If V is an 
isotropic Cayley algebra, then V is a hyperbolic space; so V is universal. Choose 
the first I E (Fe)* with Q(Z) --- - 1. At the next steps choose Z’s with Q(1) = 1. 
This construction yields a certain base for V. Let M be the o-span of that 
base. Q.E.D. 
5.5a. If F is a local or global $eld then there exist tuaximal Cayley rings in V. 
Proof. Let M be a Cayley ring in V. Consider the scale M2 of M by 2; refer 
to [12, Sect. 8201. It is easily seen that M2 C (M2)#. Now let Ml be any Cayley 
ring containing M. Lt is clear that 
M2 C Ml2 C (M12)a C (M2)“. 
So by the remark following [12, 81.121 there are only finitely many possibilities 
for Ml2 and hence for iPI1 . Q.E.D. 
Now define the groups GO,(V) and GO,(M) by 
and 
GO,(V) = {U E GLs( V) 1 Q(ux) = a!,Q(x) for all x in V) 
GO,(M) = {u E GO,(V) 1 aM =- M}. 
Recall that O,(M) = (u E O,(V) 1 u&i = M} and define 
O,‘(M) = O,(M) n O;(V). 
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5A. The Local Situation 
We assume throughout 5A that F is a local field with ring of integers o, whose 
unique maximal ideal is tn and whose group of units is u = o - m. 
5.6. Suppose that F is nondyadic and that M is unimodular. Then each a E O,(M) 
is a product of symmetries, 
u = To1 .” TGk 
with 7,‘ E O,(M), ai E M and Q(at) E U. 
Proof. Refer to [12, 92: 4, proof of 92: 51. Q.E.D. 
5.7. Suppose that V is hyperbolic and that M is o-maximal Then each a E O,(M) 
is a product of symmetries, 
(TZT ‘“.j- “1 Qb 
with 70i E O,(M), ai E M, and Q(ai) E u. 
Proof. If F is nondyadic, then M is unimodular by [3, 3.31 and we are done 
by 5.6. 
Assume therefore that F is dyadic. Again by [3, 3.31, M2 (the scale of M by 2; 
refer to [12, Sect. 82J]) is unimodular. By the main theorem of [16] therefore, 
each a E Os(Mz) is a product of symmetries of 0,(M2). Since O,(M) = 0,(M2), 
the same is true for O,(M). So if u E O,(M), u = T,~ .+. r,+ with rai E O,(M). 
Since o is a principal ideal domain, we may assume that all ai are maximal 
vectors of M. Since M is io-modular, we are done by 82: 17 and the initial part 
of Section 91B of [12]. Q.E.D. 
5.8. Let M be any o-lattice on V and let a be any nonzero ideal in o such that 
a C m if F is nondyadic and a C 8m if F is dyadic. Then 
O&M; a) L= O,-‘-(M; a) C O,‘(M). 
Proof. Note that M is free since o is a principal ideal domain. Apply [14, 2.41 
to obtain the equality. To prove the inclusion, proceed as in the proof of [14,2.5]. 
Apply the formula 0(u) =-= (det &(u + ly))p for the spinor norm of a rotation u 
that satisfies det( 1 V + u) # 0. This formula is given in [23]. Finally apply the 
Local Square Theorem of [12, Sect. 63A]. Q.E.D. 
5.9. Remark. If M is unimodular with F nondyadic, one can show, using 5.6 
and [12, 63: 9, 92: lb], that 
(O,+(M): O,‘(M)) = 2. 
We assume now for the rest of 5A that V is a Cayley algebra. We write the 
product of x and y in V, simply xy. This product is considered fixed; we note 
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however that it is not the only product making the quadratic space V into a 
Cayley algebra. Refer to [8, 2.41. We follow [8, 2.31 and call any multiplication 
on V, making V into a Cayley algebra, a Cayley multiplication for V. Note also 
that since F is a local field, the Cayley algebra V is a hyperbolic quadratic space. 
Finally, we also assume for the rest of 5A that the lattice M satis$es 
CONDITION (*). (1) M is a Cayley ring, and (2) Each (T E O,(M) is a product 
of symmetries, u = 7a1 ... rali with 7,. E O,(M), ai E M and @a,) E u. I 
5.10. Suppose that F is nondyadic. Then there is a unimodular lattice on V 
satisfying (*). In fact given any unimodular lattice M on V, there is a Cay& 
multiplication for V such that M with respect to this structure satisfies (*). 
Proof. By 5.5 there is a unimodular lattice on V which is a Cayley ring. By 
5.6 the proof of the first part is complete. To prove the second part, note that it 
follows from [12,92: l] that any two unimodular lattice on V belong to the same 
class, and apply [S, 2.41. Q.E.D. 
5.11. Suppose that F is any local$eld. Then there is an o-maximal lattice on V 
satisfying (*). In fact given any o-maximal lattice M on V, there is a Cayley 
multiplication for V such that M sati$es (*) with respect to this structure. 
Proof. By 5.5a there exists a maximal Cayley ring in V. By [3, 3.11, this is 
an o-maximal lattice on V. Now apply 5.7. To prove the second part apply 
[3, 3.3; 8, 2.41. Q.E.D. 
5.12. If u E GO,(M), then OL, E U. 
Proof. We have Q(oe) = or,Q(e) = 01, . So (II, E r). Repeating with u-l gives 
a, E u. Q.E.D. 
We now recall the triality principle. Refer to [2, Sect. 1; 8, Sect. 2; 22, Sect. 21. 
5.13. Given u E PO,(V), there exist u, and u2 in PO,(V) such that either 
I = ul(x) f+(y) for all x and y in V, 
OT 
I -- u,(y) u2(x) for all x and y in V. 
Moreover u1 and u2 are unique up to factors in m,(V), and only one of the equations 
above hola3 for a given u E rO,( V). 
There is also a triality principle for the integral situation: 
5.13a. If u E GO,(M), then u1 and u2 may be chosen in GO,(M). 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of [2, Theorem 11, using Condition (*) (which 
implies that R -T M) and 5.12. Q.E.D. 
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5.13b. If (T E O,‘(M), then u1 and (TV may be chosen in 08’(M). 
Proof. Proceed as in the proofs of the appropriate corollaries of [2, 
Theorem 11. Make the following adjustments. Replace the Y of [2] by the 
homomorphism GO,(M) -+ u/u2 given by 5.12 and replace the usual spinor norm 
by the map 0,1(&Z) -+ u/u2 induced by the spinor norm, using Condition (*). 
Note that the formula 1.5 of [2] is not quite correct; this however is of no con- 
sequence. Q.E.D. 
Recall from [8, Sect. 21 that rO,+( V) is the subgroup (of index 2) of rOs( I’) 
consisting of those elements for which the first equation of 5.13 holds. Recall 
further that the triality automorphisms y1 and ‘p2 of Pro,+(V) are defined by 
vi(G) = di . Refer to [2, Sect. 1; 22, Sect. 21 for the properties of these mappings. 
Note that we use here, as in [8], the formulation of [22] and that this formulation 
differs notationally from that of [2]. Finally recall from [8,4.2] the definition of 
exceptional automorphism. We now have: 
5.14. The mappings v1 and y, induce, via restriction, automorphisms of PO,‘(M) 
which are exceptional. 
Proof. That vr and v2 restrict to automorphisms of PO,‘(M) follows from 
5.13b, the fact that O,‘( I’) _C rO,+( I’) and the fact that v1 and v2 are involutions. 
By Example 1.4 and 5.8, PO,‘(M) satisfies Property P. In particular there 
exists a 6 E PO,‘(M) such that o is a regular plane rotation. That v1 and v2 are 
exceptional automorphisms of PO,‘(M) now follows from [8, 3.6, 3.71 as applied 
to A, -= A, :- PO,‘(V). Q.E.D. 
Now let E be the inner automorphism of PI’O,( I’) defined by E 2 SE, where 
E in O,(V) is given by E(x) = f. (The last - denotes the canonical involution of 
the Cayley algebra I’.) Denote by E also the restriction of E to PI’O,+(V) and 
recall from [22, Sect. 21 that 
$ q32 _.- ,p22 = id, 931?32 --- .y2E, and F29Jl = 916. 
Since M is a Cayley ring, M = M. Therefore E E O,(M). Since PO,‘(M) is a 
normal subgroup of PO,(M), we have that the restriction of E to PO,‘(M) is an 
automorphism of PO,‘(M). It is evidently not exceptional. 
5.15. The restriction of E to PO,‘(M) is an automorphism of PO,‘(M). The 
restrictions of CJJ~ , v8 , and E to PO,‘(M) generate a subgroup of Aut PO,‘(M) that 
is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, . 
Proof. It is known that the automorphisms vr , v’s , and E when restricted to 
PO,‘(V) generate a subgroup of Aut PO,‘(V) that is isomorphic to Sa; refer to 
[2, Sect. I]. Denote the subgroup (vr , v2 , l ) of Aut PO,‘(V) by S, . It follows 
from the relations given above that 
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Denote by H the subgroup generated by the restrictions of vi , ~a , and E to 
PO@‘(M) and let S, -+ N be the restriction homomorphism. It follows from 
5.14 and the equations v,v2 = ~a< and y2v1 r vre that this is an isomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
5.16. Let A =: {Gg 1 g E TO,(V) and @o(PO,‘(M)) = PO,‘(M)} and let A also 
denote the set of automorphisms of PO,‘(M) obtained from A by restriction. Then 
(Aut PO,‘(M): A) :-- 3. 
Proof. Since PO,‘(M) satisfies Property P’, we have by Theorem 4.7 that 
(Aut PO,‘(M): A) < 3. 
Using 5.14 and the equations ~,a T= id and q.+va L q~+, it is easy to show that A, 
vIA, and v2A are three distinct cosets of A in Aut PO,‘(M). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Propositions 5.13a-5.16 hold also in the following setting: 
Take o to be any local domain in which 2 is a unit and let M be a unimodular 
lattice on V which is a Cayley ring. Let GO,(M) and O,(M) be as defined above 
but define O,‘(M) to be the kernel of the spinor norm (refer to [lo, Sect. 41) 
O,+(M) + u/u”. 
(In the situation of 5A this definition agrees with the one given earlier). The 
proofs are the same as those above. Make use of Theorem 2 of [IO]. 
5B. The Global Situation 
We henceforth let F be a global field, S a Dedekind set of spots on F and V a 
Cayley algebra over F. 
For each p E S, Fp will be a fixed completion of F at p and V, will be a fixed 
localization of V at p. We note that the quadratic space VP over Fp has a unique 
Cayley algebra structure that induces the Cayley algebra structure of V. (Just 
lift the multiplication of V to a multiplication of Vp,using a base.) 
Now let 0: O,+(V) + F/p and ep: O,+( V,) ---f Fp/pp2 be the spinor norms, 
let p: O,+(V)+ O,+(VJ be the localization map u+ up of [12, lOlB], and let 
p: @fiZ -+ p#r,2 be the map induced by P -+ P, -+ @p,lp,2. Note that all these 
maps are homomorphisms. We have: 
5.17. Let p E S be arbitrary. Then the diagram 
commutes. 
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Proof. Straightforward use of the definitions of the maps involved. Q.E.D. 
We note that the restriction of p: O,+(V) -+ O,+( VP) takes O,‘(V) into 
O,‘( VP). Refer to [12, IOlB]. 
5.18. Let p E S. Then. there is a unique homomorphism (also denoted p) from 
PO,‘(V) into PO,‘( V,) such that the diagram 
O,l(V> lJ ’ O,l(V,) - 1 1 - 
PO,‘(V) p l PO,‘(V,) 
Proof. Show that the map p from PO,‘(V) into PO,‘( V,) given by (c?)~ = OP 
is well defined. Q.E.D. 
For i =z 1 or 2, let ‘pi be the automorphism of PO,‘( V) obtained by restricting 
the corresponding triality automorphism of PrO,+( V); refer to [8, 2. lo]. For 
each p E S, let (rp& be the analogous automorphism of PO,‘(V&. 
5.19. Let p E S and let i = 1 OY 2. The diagram 
PO,‘(V) ---mi POs’( v  
P 
1 1 
P 
PO*‘( VP) -..!.+_t PO,‘( V,) 
commutes. 
Proof. Recall, e.g., from [2, Sect. 11, that for u E O,l( V) there exist ur and gs 
in O,‘(V) such that 
4XY) = 44 - %(Y> 
It is straightforward to show that 
for all x and y  in V. 
“&Y> = (Ul)&) * (U&(Y) for all x and y  in VP . 
Just use a base for V over F and note that it is also a base for VP over Fp . The 
commutativity of the diagram now follows from 5.18 and the definitions of vt 
and (dp . Q.E.D. 
Now let D be the Dedekind domain o = o(S) with group of units II and let 
M be an o-lattice on V. For p E S, we let Mp be the localization of M in V, . 
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We have: 
5.20. Let u E O,(V). Then 
(i) u E O,(M) 0 ap E O&M,) for all p E S, and 
(ii) u E O,‘(M) 0 up E O,‘(M,) for all p E S. 
Proof. Use 101: 6, the proof of 101: 12, and certain facts from page 218 of 
WI- Q.E.D. 
We assume now for the rest of Section 5 that the o-lattice M on V is a maximal 
Cayley ring. Refer to 5.5a. 
Again let p E S. Since Mp is the op-linear span of M in VP , it is easily seen 
that Mp is a Cayley ring of VP . It follows in fact (refer, for example, to the 
argument in [12, Sect. 82K]) that Mp is a maximal Cayley ring of V, . By [3, 3.11 
therefore, &fp is a maximal o,-lattice. In view of 5.7, M+, satisfies Condition (*) 
of 5A. So by 5.14, we have for i = 1 and 2, that (p’& induces (via restriction) 
an automorphism of PO,‘(M,). We can now prove: 
5.21. The restrictions of vl and qz to PO,‘(M) are automorphisms of PO,‘(M). 
Proof. Let u E O,‘(M) be arbitrary and put ~,a = z with 2 E O,‘(V). 
Let p E S. By 5.20, up E O,‘(M,). So (q~$(6~) = Cl for some Zr E O,‘(M,). 
By 5.9, & = (&,(G& = (~~5)~ = zr, . Since both 2; and .&, are in O,(V,), 
it is clear that Zp = -J=tZ; . Since VP is a Cayley algebra, dV+, = 1. So by 
[12, 55: 7], Z, E O,‘(M,). 
It follows from 5.20 that 2 E O,‘(M). Since vr2 = id, we are done. Q.E.D. 
Denote the restrictions of v1 and p)a to PO,‘(M) again by v1 and qz and recall 
once more the definition of exceptional automorphism from [8, 4.21. 
5.22. If O,‘(M) contains a regular plane rotation, then q1 and qua re exceptional 
automorphisms of PO,‘(M). 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of 5.14. Q.E.D. 
We now introduce some terminology concerning the set of spots S. Let Sz 
be the set of all spots on F. Clearly G 2 S. We say that S is indefinite for V * 
there is a spot q E Sz - S such that V, is isotropic. We say that S is definite for 
V o V, is anisotropic for all q E Sz - S. Finally, we say that S is a Hasse set 
of spots 9 D - S is finite. I f  S is Hasse, o = o(S) is called a Hasse domain. 
The domain Z of rational integers is, for example, a Hasse domain; refer to 
[12, 31: 21. 
5.23. If either S is indejnite for V, or if S is a’ejbite for V and o = o(S) = Z, 
then 911 and q+. are exceptional automorphisms of PO,‘(M). 
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Proof. Suppose S is indefinite. It follows from the proof of [7,4.4] that there 
exists a regular plane n in 1’ such that there arc infinitely many cr E O,‘(M) with 
R --: II. It is clear therefore that 0,1(M) satisfies the hypothesis of 5.22. 
Xow suppose that S is definite and that D Z. It follows from [3, 3.31 that 
M+, is &-modular for all p E S. So by [12, Sects. 82J, 82K], M2 is unimodular. 
Since M, is up-maximal for all p E S, it follows that 114 is o-maximal. So Me is 
even. We have by [12, 106: 131 that M” s f@s . It is now an easy matter to 
find symmetries 7, and T?, in O,(M) such that 7,~~ is a regular plane rotation in 
O,‘(M). i\‘ow apply 5.22. QED. 
Remark. Using 5.23 one can prove Proposition 5.15 for the present situation. 
The proof is identical to the proof in the local case. 
5.24. Let A = {iis, i g E rO,( V) and GJPO,‘(M)) == PO,‘(M)} and use A also 
to denote the set of automorphisms of PO,‘(M) obtainedfrom A by restriction. Then 
if F is not totally real, 
(Aut PO,‘(M): A) := 3. 
Proof. By Example 1.5, PO,(M) satisfies Property P in general and Property P’ 
if V is anisotropic. Proceeding as in the proof of Example 1.6 we see that PO,‘(M) 
satisfies Property P (or Property P’) if PO,(M) does. Note that (PO,(M))2 C 
PO,‘(M). Now proceed exactly as in the proof of 5.16. Q.E.D. 
We conclude Section 5 by listing certain properties of the group O,‘(M). 
5.25. If o = o(S) is a principal ideal domain, then 0(0,+(M)) C I@. Thus the 
spinor norm 13 induces a homomorphism 
O,+(M) --+ u/u2 
whose kernel is O,‘(M). 
Proof. Let u E O,+(M) and put e(o) = d2 with 01 E o. Suppose 01# u. We 
may therefore assume that = rpr ... p, for distinct primes pi of o and some unit 
y of u. Let p be any of the primes occuring in the factorization of OL, and set 
po = p. Clearly up E O,+(M,) and e&up) = ap2. Since VP is a Cayley algebra 
and Fp a local field, VP is hyperbolic. Since n/rp is an or,-maximal lattice on rr, , 
we have by 5.7 that OL E u+$~ 2. In particular 01 = &3a with 6 E up and /3 E Fp . 
This is seen to be a contradiction by considering the factorization of 01 and 
applying a valuation at p to both sides of the equation just derived. Indeed 
therefore a E u. The second part of this proposition is straightforward. Q.E.D. 
5.25a. If S is a Hasse set of spots and Card (G - S) = s, then 
(O,+(M): O;(M)) < 2”. 
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Proof. Apply [12, 65: 6j noting that the fact applied is independent of the 
assumptions made in the beginning of [12, Sect. 65A]. Q.E.D. 
5.25b. If S is a Hasse set of spots then there is a nonzero ideal a in o = o(S) 
such that 
O,+(M; a) c O,‘(M). 
Proof. Recalling that u/us is finite, let u2, tiiu2,..., ol,u2 be the distinct cosets. 
For each czi, with 1 < i < Y choose a nondyadic prime pi such that oli is nit a 
square at pi . Now let a be any nonzero ideal of o contained in all these pi . Con- 
sider a E O,+(M; a) and assume if possible that B(u) f fi. Then by 5.25, 
O(U) = c+@’ for some (~l~ with 1 < i < Y. Put pi .= p. Clearly Bp(ap) = aipt,“. By 
5.8 however e&up) -= pp2. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
5.26. Concluding Remarks. We consider here certain number theoretic 
situations to illustrate the present results and those of [7] as they relate to recent 
work of Prasad [19]. 
Let i = 1 or 2. Take a regular quadratic space Vi over an algebraic number 
field Fi and let Si be a Dedekind set of spots on Fi . Let Mi be an o(SJ-lattice 
on Vi and let di be a subgroup of PO+(MJ containing a congruence subgroup of 
PO+(Mi). Suppose that 
A: A, --f A, 
is an isomorphism. 
If dim Vi and dim V, are both > 7 and if Fl and F, are not totally real, then 
[7, 3.2, 4.4i)] and 1.5 and 4.3 of this paper completely characterize II. In fact 
restriction gives a unique isomorphism 
5,: Po+( VI) + PO+( V2) 
such that either n = $,JA, or (possible only in the case dim V, = dim V, = 8) 
A = (v .6,)/d, , where v is a “triality” automorphism. 
Prasad [19] considers the totally real situationF, = Fz = Q, o(S,) = o(S,) = H 
and proves under the assumptions dim Vi > 5 and V, isotropic, that A induces 
an isomorphism from PO+( V,) onto PO+( V,). There is however no explanation 
as to how this isomorphism is induced by A, further there is no description of /1. 
In particular “induces” cannot mean “can be extended to,” for 5.23 of this 
paper in combination with [8, 4.41 and the fact that Q is not Pythagorean gives 
examples of isomorphisms /l that cannot be lifted to isomorphisms of the 
corresponding special orthogonal groups over Q. 
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